why does everyone hate howard lederer upswing poker - the short answer is that both howard lederer and chris ferguson were managing officers and the public faces of the once popular online card room full tilt poker in september of 2011 full tilt was sued in federal court over allegations that it was a ponzi scheme, the rise and plummet of the professor howard lederer 2019 - howard lederer known as the professor claims that his fuel for poker was sparked at a young age because of his father as a child he usually found himself engrossed in card games and felt a competitive need to beat his dad at the household sessions, howard lederer net worth pokertube - howard lederer net worth from the live poker tournaments 4 million 5 million source income 2 tiltware llc in the early 2000s lederer along with some of his poker buddies like chris ferguson saw the potential for online poker and founded tiltware llc, howard lederer criticized harshly by daniel negreanu - poker hall of famer daniel negreanu let loose with some rather harsh accusations toward howard lederer following black friday when the allegations of mismanagement at full tilt poker came to light scumbag was often a term used by kidpoker to describe lederer and fellow ftp board members ray bitar and chris ferguson, howard lederer the arsehole at the end of the poker world - full tilt poker was to quote obi wan kenobi a wretched hive of scum and villainy under the stewardship of howard lederer and his squishy sidekick ray bitar full tilt poker was a company that was at best horribly managed or at worst according to the us department of justice a criminal enterprise, howard lederer the professor poker player - born in concord n h in 1964 howard lederer was raised in a family of academics with a penchant for games of chance as a child along with his sisters annie and katy he was initiated into all manner of games by his parents who encouraged card playing as a way for the family to spend time together, howard lederer exposed on pad page 3 televised poker - how is the biggest nit as far as poker pros go imo i ve read the professor banker and suicide king and his story is pretty tough losing all the money he made everyday playing cards sleeping on park benches no food to eat etc, howard lederer poker players pokernews - howard lederer is a professional poker player currently residing in las vegas nevada in 2000 and 2001 lederer won two world series of poker events he has another 43 wsop cashes on his record, howard lederer view on poker - howard lederer was born on october 30 1964 in concord new hampshire he holds 2 world series of poker wsop bracelets and 2 world poker tour wpt titles he is known by his nickname the professor he is the brother of professional poker player annie duke and his hometown is las vegas nevada, about howard lederer biography poker player united - know more about howard lederer poker player united states of america news and views about people around the world upclosed com know more about howard lederer poker player united states of america